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Nazi-Killin' Good Guys Travel Through Time
EDDIE UPNICK'S 'TIME WILL TELL' IS A FUN, FAUX-HISTORICAL SCIENCE-FICTION EPIC

By James Leggate
News Editor I Leggal06@newpaltz.eJu

They say that you shouldn't judge a
book by its cover. But Eddie Upnick's rip-
roaring historical sci-f novel, "Time Will
Tell," is the notable exception to the rule.

The cover, designed by fantasy artist
Owen William Weber. features a man and
woman clutching eacb other amidst a cha-
otic scene of battered alien skeletons, fly-
ing saucers, a giant flaming swastika and a
cute puppy wearing a bandana. The inside
of the book is just as awesome.

Without spoiling too much. the book
is basically about an old man telling his
life story. That sounds dull, except he
spent his life fighting time-traveling Nazis
and trying to assassinate Hitler to end the
alternate history in which Germany won
World War II. In order to stop Hitler, nar-
rator Jeff and a team of scientists from the
year 2133 travel through time and around
the world while battling with Nazis and
aliens including the Delp, Rell, Zera and
Kraz.

So it's fairly exciting.
One of Upnick's biggest strengths is

his ability to fit a lot of action into short

passages. He writes the kind of concise
sentences that even a journalist can appre-
ciate. His characters become interesting
without over-explaining their background.
It's like meeting them as you read about
them. Upnick is a master of character de-
velopment. He introduces a large number
of characters throughout the story, yet the
reader feels drawn to them all.

At the same time, there are a lot of
bigger events happening that affect the
characters. The politics of the various
alien races come into play, adding a lot
of depth to the story. Also, real-life peo-
ple and events are a part of the plot, so
the biggest brain-tickler of all is that this
could actually be true.

That's right. It could all be true. Up-
nick breaks down the fourth wall and
leaves the reader left in a hallway of
dreams, unsure whether it's fact or fiction.
Did he really meet Jeff and pass along this
account of the dystopian Nazi future that
will no longer happen, or is it simply a
fun story? Fans of Stephen King's "Dark
Tower" series will enjoy this aspect. So
will stoners.

A deeper consideration of this will
likely require a copy of Stephen Hawk-

Ing's ·"A Brief History of Time" and a
viewing of the "Back to the Future" tril-
ogy in order to discuss the nature of time.
If these things did happen, and history
was changed, did they cease to happen?
If they did not then happen because they
happened, will they happen in the past?
Confusion aside, it's exactly this kind of
theoretical thinking that makes "Time
Will Tell" such a unique book.

The most enchanting part of this
whole book may be its plot and general
"universe" it takes place in (assuming
that it is fiction, of course). It would
make a great sci-fi movie, and other
stories of the strugglcs of various aliens
and humans would also be entertaining
as books, movies or even video games.
Think along the lines of everything
they've made out of "Star Wars:' There's
just so much going on that doesn't get
fully explored, it's fun to imagine what
else Upnick could come up with.

Regardless of what follows this
book, Upnick's writing is up-tempo and
keeps the reader engaged throughout the
course of his debut 221-page book It's
an easy read for a sunny afternoon on the
quad. Put it on your summer reading list.
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"Time Will Tell" is a simple, leisurely read.
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